Kickstand Cosmetic Mirror IPhone Case With Hidden Card Slots
& Wallet Announced
The acclaimed online iPhone accessories store, 1iPhone Accessories, announced a
classy and handy Makeup Mirror Case for the iPhone 6 and 7 with a full sized vanity
mirror and a small wallet for cards and cash to suit daily needs of fashion forward
women.
The acclaimed online iPhone accessories store, 1iPhone Accessories, announced a classy and
handy Makeup Mirror Case for the iPhone 6 and 7 with a full sized vanity mirror and a small wallet
for cards and cash to suit daily needs of fashion forward women.Davao City, Philippines - April 18,
2017 /PressCable/ -- The popular 1iPhone Accessories store has announced an elegant, convenient
and original Makeup Mirror Case for iPhones which combines a full sized vanity mirror with a wallet
for cash or cards, ideal to make life easier for the fashion forward woman.
More information is available at http://1iphoneaccessories.com.
The 1iPhone Accessories is a popular and acclaimed online iPhone accessories store with an
established reputation for providing its clients with some of the best deals and bargains on an
extensive range of highly convenient, elegant, innovative and sought after iPhone or Android
accessories.
The popular online cellphone accessories store has announced an expansion of its broad line of
iPhone accessories, ranging from foldable mini selfie drones and selfie stick cases or ring lights to
the most convenient and original phone cases, stands, headphones or chargers, with the addition of
a new, classy and handy Makeup Mirror Case for the iPhone 6 and 7.
The elegant iPhone Makeup Mirror Case combines a full sized, built-in vanity mirror with a three
card slot wallet that holds both cards and cash, ideal to suit the daily needs of fashion forward
women. It's available in pink, made with the most durable dirt, shock or scratch resistant materials
and also folds open to act as a kickstand when applying makeup, skyping or watching movies.
More information on the renowned 1iPhone accessories store and its classy and handy makeup
mirror case or its top-selling sticky and color changing iPhone cases, Bluetooth wireless
headphones or wireless charging kits and selfie stick cases are available at the website link
provided above along with details on its current discount specials, fast delivery and leading
warranties.
The 1iPhone Accessories store team explains that "we truly believe we offer some of the most
innovative and handy iPhone accessories in the world and this incredible makeup mirror case is a
must have for any fashion forward female. It's a beautiful protective case in pink with a wallet that
holds cash or few cards and a full sized vanity mirror that will make life simpler than ever before and
the perfect gift for that someone special."
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